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Chinese civil aviation transportation has made great achievements through 
continuous reforms in the past 30 years, but it faces increasing competition coming 
from the profession of domestic and foreign. Efficiency is the important element of if 
civil aviation companies of our country can win a victory. 
The research objects of this article are six domestic listed aviation . This article 
through chooses the input-output index reflecting the operational efficiency of the 
airlines such as available seat miles, the marketing costs, the management costs, oil 
consumption, total turnover volume, turnover, and so on, and uses the statistical tools 
such as DEA etc. to analyze the operational efficiency of the six listed airlines.   
The full text constitutes six parts. The first part is the introduction, which 
introduce the main topics of the thesis background and research purposes, research 
methods and the structural framework of the paper. The second part is the efficiency 
theory of Civil Aviation, mainly introduce the basic efficiency theory of civil aviation 
and its domestic and foreign literature for a brief introduction and comments. The 
third part is the theory of DEA, which introduce two basic classical model of DEA 
theory and application of DEA’s steps and questions should be noted. The forth part is 
empirical research and analysis, which introduce the research design and analyzes the 
six major listed airlines’ efficiency about value efficiency analysis, sensitivity 
analysis and variance analysis. The last part is a summary of this paper, which 
summarize the previous empirical studies and prospect the efficiency research of 
China's civil aviation. 
After empirical research and analysis, we gain the conclusion: the operational 
efficiency of the six listed airlines had improved steadily since 2002, the three 
regional airlines are more efficient than the three-big airlines, among the six airlines 
the most efficient is Shandong airline and the most inefficient is China Eastern. 
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种方法分别是随机前沿方法 (Stochastic Frontier Analysis)，自由分布方法















TFA 设定了一种函数形式，并且假定在观测值的 高绩效和 低绩效之间按
规模类别分为四分位数，各分位数与预计绩效值的偏差代表随机误差，同时，在
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